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Abstract—This paper presents an autonomous driving experience platform for the purpose of improving the social acceptance
of autonomous driving technologies. The platform includes two
modules: a dangerous object detection (DOD) module and a lane
keeping assist (LKA) module. The DOD module ﬁrst employs
an object detection convolutional neural network to locate the
vehicle on the image, then the dangerous level is determined based
on the corresponding location and geometrical relationship. The
LKA module, which is based on reinforcement learning inputs the
physical sensor measurements and outputs the steering command
to control the vehicle in the lane center. The experiments validate
the effectiveness of the proposed methods. The platform is
exhibited in 2018 Beijing science and technology week1 .
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, autonomous driving has received a lot of attention
around the world. Thanks to the state-of-the-art perception and
control methods, many autonomous driving companies have
emerged. As the autonomous driving technologies gradually
transfer from academy research to the common life, there are
also many concerns, e.g. reliability and cost. These concerns
may lower the social acceptance. However, the social acceptance [1] can be improved by demonstrating the customeroriented features and the corresponding performances. To this
end, we present an autonomous driving experience platform as
shown in Fig. 1. Along with the platform, two main aspects in
the autonomous driving, i.e. perception and control are covered
by proposing a deep learning (DL) based dangerous object
detection (DOD) approach and a reinforcement learning (RL)
based lane keeping assist (LKA) approach, respectively.
As one of the important ingredients in autonomous driving
perception module, DOD aims to warn the driver with clear
warnings, such as voice warning or visual warning to avoid
accidents. Based on the type of sensors used, the DOD
methods can be divided into two categories, i.e. the physical
sensor based methods, and the visual sensor based methods.
The physical sensors mainly include the millimeter-wave radar
[2] and lidar [3], which are typically expensive and hard to
be large-scale deployed. In contrast, the on-board camera is
This work is supported by the Beijing Science and Technology Plan under
Grant No. Z181100008818075 and No. Z181100004618003, the National
Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) under Grants No. 61573353,
No. 61533017, No. 61603382, and No. 61803371, the National Key Research
and Development Plan under Grant No. 2016YFB0101000.
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Fig. 1. The TORCS-based autonomous driving experience platform.

a relatively cheap device and has been available on most
vehicles. The visual information it provides is richer which
includes the vehicles, pedestrians, and trafﬁc signs, etc. Thanks
to the development of DL, many convolutional neural network
(CNN) based approaches have achieved remarkable performance in the vision-based tasks [4] [5] [6]. This motivates the
DOD approach with the image stream input. These methods
can be divided into two branches. In the ﬁrst category, the
problem is formulated in a two-stage framework [7] which
includes an object detection stage and a dangerous level
assignment stage. The underlying object is detected by using
the pre-designed feature detectors [8] [9] or the CNNs [4]
[10]. Then the dangerous level is determined according to
the different distance, which is measured by RGB-D camera
[11] or radar [12]. In the second category, the DOD process
is conducted in an end-to-end manner [13]. By exerting the
correlation between the object detection task and distance
prediction task, a multi-task learning CNN is employed to
predict the dangerous level. However, the above approaches
deal with the problem in a static manner in which the temporal
information between the consecutive images is ignored. In
this paper, we work in the ﬁrst category and a temporal
ﬁlter is employed to tackle the false detection or missed
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TABLE I
T HE AUTONOMOUS D RIVING E XPERIENCE P LATFORM S ENSORS L IST
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Notation

Value

Range meter

𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

[0, 200]

m

Angle sensor

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒

[−𝜋, 𝜋]

rad

𝑣

[0, 200]

km/h

Engine rotation

𝑟𝑜𝑡

[0, 10000]

rpm

Odometer

𝑙𝑒𝑛

[0, inf]

m

Timer

𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑝

[0, inf]

s

𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒

[0, 255]

-

Speed meter
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Fig. 2. The autonomous driving experience platform system diagram.

detection cases. In this paper, we focus on the dangerous
vehicle detection.
The LKA system aims to control the vehicle running
along the lane center. The popular approaches include linear
quadratic regulator [14] and model predictive control [15]. But
these methods require the system model which is intractable
to be accurately estimated. This may harm the control performance. Recently, as a category of data-driven methods, RL
has achieved remarkable performance in many control tasks
[16] [17] [18]. In the LKA problem, the control action, i.e.
steering angle is a continuous variable. So we formulate the
control problem in the policy gradient framework.
In this paper, we propose an autonomous driving experience
platform for the purpose of improving the social acceptance of
the autonomous driving technologies. Along with the platform,
a DL-based dangerous vehicle detection approach is proposed,
in which the front vehicles are ﬁrst detected and the dangerous
levels are determined based on the geometrical relationship.
The RL-based lane keeping assistance approach is developed.
The developed experience platform is exhibited in 2018 Beijing science and technology week.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
experience platform is introduced in section II. The DOD and
LKA approaches are detailed in section III and IV, respectively. In section V, we show the experimental validations.
The conclusion and future work are presented in section VI.
II. AUTONOMOUS D RIVING E XPERIENCE P LATFORM
In this section, we give a detailed description of the autonomous driving experience platform from three aspects: the
platform ingredients, the sensors, and the functions.
A. Platform Ingredients
First, an autonomous driving simulator is needed to provide
the basic framework. As one of the most popular open source
racing simulators, the open racing car simulator (TORCS)
[19] has been tested and applied in many artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) researches. It provides real-time multi-view driving
scene rendering and various vehicle models. TORCS has been
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employed as the ofﬁcial platform in the 2009 simulated car
racing championship [20]. Therefore, we take the TORCS as
the basic framework in the experience platform. The platform
diagram is shown in Fig. 2 whose working ﬂow is as follows.
First, the sensor measurements are collected from the TORCS
engine to describe the current driving state. The underlying
sensors include the camera, range meter, and speed meter, etc.
Then the measurements are sent to the control interface via
the communication protocol. The control interface rearranges
the measurements and gives the human participator and the
autonomous driving algorithm driver-view image and state
variable, respectively. After the human participator and the
autonomous driving algorithm make the decision, the control
command, i.e. steering command is sent to TORCS engine to
ﬁnish the one-step simulation.
B. Sensors
Since the origin TORCS only provides the track, vehicle,
and basic simulator engine, we develop a set of sensors to
support perception and control algorithm implementation in
the experience platform. A list of implemented sensors are
shown in Table I. There are seven developed sensors in total.
The ﬁrst six are low-dimensional sensors that cover the trafﬁc
information in the distance, speed, and angle aspects. In order
to give a better driving experience, the camera is implemented
to collect high-resolution image 1600 × 900.
C. Functions
The experience platform includes two main functions, i.e.
DOD and LKA. Here we introduce how these two functions
work. The underlying algorithms will be detailed in the next
two sections.
In the DOD function, the human participator is allowed to
drive the host vehicle freely in the track. There are a few preprogrammed trafﬁc vehicles running ahead or behind the host
vehicle. The aim is to detect these front trafﬁc vehicles and
assign the dangerous level accordingly. Therefore, the DOD
module accepts the driver-view image of the host vehicle, i.e.
the same image seen by the human participator and predicts
the bounding box of the vehicle. Then the distance-based
dangerous level estimator outputs the corresponding dangerous
level. An additional temporal ﬁlter gives the ﬁnal dangerous
level detection results, which are rendered on the screen to give
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a visual warning. Four kinds of color including red, orange,
yellow, and green are used to render the different dangerous
levels. Red indicates the most dangerous vehicle while green
indicates the safest vehicle.
The LKA function aims to show the stable control performance of the RL-based autonomous driving controller. The
human participator is asked to drive in the lane center as
closely as possible. Simultaneously, the RL controller accepts
the physical sensor measurements and controls the other
vehicle in the next lane. In order to measure the performance,
a few metrics are employed including the lane departure count,
departure distance, departure time, and a heuristic score which
is deﬁned as
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) − 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃) − 𝑑/(𝑤)

(1)

where 𝜃 ∈ [−𝜋, 𝜋] is the angle between vehicle heading and
lane orientation, 𝑑 ∈ [0, +∞) is the distance to lane center,
and 𝑤 is the half lane width.
III. DANGEROUS O BJECT D ETECTION
The objective of the DOD module is to detect the front
vehicles and determine the dangerous level of each vehicle
based on the visual input. It includes three parts: a DL-based
vehicle detector, a geometry-based distance estimator, and a
temporal ﬁlter. The vehicle detector ﬁrst exploits the state-ofthe-art object detection method to predict the vehicle location,
which is represented by a bounding box. The coordinates of
the bounding box center are fed into the distance estimator to
predict the relative distance to the detected vehicle. Then the
dangerous level is determined based on the distance. Finally,
the temporal ﬁlter utilizes the correlation information between
consecutive frames to output the ﬁltered dangerous vehicle
results. The details are introduced as follows.
A. Vehicle Detection
Different from the object detection task in the popular
MS COCO challenge which prefers detection accuracy rather
than speed, the object detection task here considers both the
accuracy and speed since the detection task must be ﬁnished
on the ﬂy as the human participator drives the host vehicle. To
this end, we employ the YOLO [10] object detection neural
network, which is able to achieve high detection accuracy
while keeping it fast, e.g. 35 frames per second.
The YOLO-based vehicle detection neural network works
in an end-to-end manner where the object localization and
classiﬁcation are fused into a single CNN. First, the input
image is divided into a few grids. In each grid, the network predicts several bounding boxes and the corresponding conﬁdence
scores. The bounding box describes where the detector thinks
the vehicle is and the score describes how likely the vehicle
is in the bounding box. The conﬁdence score is formulated as
𝑃 (𝑜𝑏𝑗) ∗ IOU𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 where 𝑃 (𝑜𝑏𝑗) is the probability an object
occurs in the bounding box and IOU𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 is the intersection
over union of the bounding box and the ground-truth. The loss
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function, which is used to optimize the bounding box regressor
and the classiﬁer is formulated as follows:
∑
∣∣(𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡∗𝑖 )∣∣22 + ∣∣(𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝∗𝑖 )∣∣22
(2)
ℒ=
𝑖

where 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑡∗𝑖 are the predicted and ground-truth ﬁve-element
vector containing the bounding box coordinates, height, width,
and conﬁdence score. 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑝∗𝑖 are the predicted class
probability. 𝑖 iterates over all grids and bounding boxes in
which the network thinks it contains a vehicle, and ∣∣ ⋅ ∣∣22 is
the square of 𝑙-2 norm. Since we intend to detect the vehicle
in an image, the classiﬁer predicts two classes: the vehicle and
the background.
B. Dangerous Level Estimator
Since the distance to the front vehicle 𝑑𝑣 is a direct metric
measuring the dangerous level, the dangerous level estimator
ﬁrst estimates the distance to the detected front vehicle, then
determines the dangerous level according to the distance.
Actually, in the image space, the 𝑦-axis coordinate and the
distance to the camera are related. We utilize a nine-order
polynomial to ﬁt 𝑦-axis coordinate of the bounding box center
and the distance. After estimating the distance, the dangerous
levels are determined as follows
∙
∙
∙
∙

dangerous, marked red if 𝑑𝑣 < 10 m;
relatively dangerous, marked orange if 10 < 𝑑𝑣 < 20 m;
relatively safe, marked yellow if 20 < 𝑑𝑣 < 30 m;
safe, marked green if 𝑑𝑣 > 30 m.

C. Temporal Filter
Although the object detection CNNs have shown promising
performance, it works on the static image. For the videobased object detection problem considered, the consecutive
frames usually show a strong correlation. Since an object
cannot appear or disappear abruptly, a temporal ﬁlter is used
to improve the detection results. As a post-processing method,
it deals with the missed detection and the false detection cases.
For the ﬁrst case, the temporal ﬁlter aims to infer the missed
bounding box based on a sliding window over frames. The
horizon is considered as 5 in this paper. To this end, we utilize
the following bounding box features: the coordinates of the
bounding box center (𝑥, 𝑦) and the corresponding width and
height (𝑤, ℎ). In the temporal sliding window, the difference
of these features, e.g. Δ𝑥𝑡−𝑖 = ∣𝑥𝑡−𝑖 − 𝑥𝑡−𝑖−1 ∣ changes
slowly. In order to recover the missed detection at time 𝑡,
a four-order polynomial is ﬁtted for each feature changes,
namely, Δ𝑥𝑡 , Δ𝑦𝑡 , Δ𝑤𝑡 , Δℎ𝑡 . Then the missed detection is
recovered based on the previous bounding box and the feature
changes. In the false detection case, the network falsely detects
a bounding box on the background. This case is easy to detect
when the feature differences change abruptly. To this end, we
maintain an average of each feature difference in the sliding
window. If one of these feature differences is much bigger than
a threshold, the corresponding bounding box is discarded.
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IV. L ANE K EEPING A SSIST
The LKA module aims to show the stability of the modelfree autonomous driving controller by comparing with the
human participator. To tackle the difﬁculty in vehicle dynamics
modeling, we employ the RL-based model-free method to
tackle the LKA problem. The goal of this module is to
control the vehicle in the lane center with the physical sensor
measurements like range meter, angle meter, and speed, etc as
its input.

where w𝜇− and w𝑄− are network weights of the target actor
and target critic, and the updating speeds are much slower to
keep the optimization process stable [22]. Therefore, the critic
loss function is formulated as

A. Reinforcement Learning Controller
In the LKA problem, the controller determines and conducts
a steering command based on the current state, and then
the TORCS engine runs the one-step simulation and returns
the next state by which the controller generates the next
steering command. This process is a sequential decisionmaking process which is suitable to employ the RL. In the
RL framework, the decision-making process is described by
the Markov decision process (MDP), which is composed of
a ﬁve-tuple (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 , 𝑟𝑡 , 𝑃 (𝑠𝑡+1 ∣𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ), 𝛾). Here 𝑠𝑡 ∈ 𝒮 is the
state at time 𝑡, 𝑎𝑡 ∈ 𝒜 is the action command, 𝑟𝑡 = 𝑟(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) is
the reward signal judging the undertaken action, 𝑃 (𝑠𝑡+1 ∣𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 )
is the system dynamics which is unknown here, and 𝛾 ∈ [0, 1)
is the discount rate. A policy 𝜋(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) casts the probability of
selecting 𝑎𝑡 at 𝑠𝑡 . The objective is to maximize the expected
long-term cumulative reward

∇w𝜇 𝐽 = 𝔼𝑠𝑡 [∇𝑎 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎; w𝑄 )∣𝑠=𝑠𝑡 ,𝑎=𝜇(𝑠𝑡 ) ∇w𝜇 𝜇(𝑠; w𝜇 )∣𝑠=𝑠𝑡 ].
(7)

𝐽 = 𝔼𝑠,𝑎∼𝜋,𝑟 [

𝑇
∑

𝛾 𝑘−1 𝑟𝑘 ].

(3)

𝑘=1

where 𝔼𝑥 [⋅] is the expectation with respect to the variable 𝑥,
and 𝑇 is the terminal time step. For a speciﬁc state-action
pair (𝑠, 𝑎), the reward-to-go following the policy 𝜋(𝑠, 𝑎) is
formulated as the value function
𝑇
∑
𝑄𝜋 (𝑠, 𝑎) = 𝔼𝜋 [
𝛾 𝑘−1 𝑟𝑘 ∣𝑠1 = 𝑠, 𝑎1 = 𝑎].
(4)
𝑘=1

In the LKA problem, the state 𝑠 and the steering action 𝑎
are both continuous variables, which means this is a continuous state-action control problem. Therefore, we employ the
popular continuous action RL algorithm deterministic policy
gradient (DPG) [21]. A deterministic policy 𝜇(𝑠) is maintained
to generate the action. As in most policy gradient algorithms,
the optimal policy 𝜇∗ (𝑠) in DPG is approximated in the
actor-critic framework, in which two neural networks are
concerned. An actor network 𝜇(𝑠; w𝜇 ) is used to parameterize the policy, and a critic network 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎; w𝑄 ) is used to
parameterize the value function. w𝜇 and w𝑄 are the weights
of the actor and critic network, respectively. Since the critic
aims to approximate the Q value function in (4), the critic
optimization is a regression problem, in which the network
weights are optimized by minimizing the square error between
the approximation 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎; w𝑄 ) and the ground-truth 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎).
Since the true Q-function is unknown, it is substituted by a
bootstrapped target:
𝑦𝑡 = 𝑟𝑡 + 𝛾𝑄𝜇 (𝑠𝑡+1 , 𝜇(𝑠𝑡+1 ; w𝜇− ); w𝑄− )

(5)

ℒ(w𝑄 ) = 𝔼𝑠𝑡 ,𝑎𝑡 ,𝑟𝑡 [(𝑄𝜇 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ; w𝑄 ) − 𝑦𝑡 )2 ].

(6)

The actor aims to search the policy 𝜇(𝑠; w𝜇 ) in the policy
space to maximize the objective function deﬁned in (3). By
following the gradient ascent algorithm, the weights are updated by following the deterministic policy gradient theorem:

B. Learning System
1) State: In order to control the vehicle in the lane center,
two kinds of features are needed: the static features, e.g.
the vehicle position and pose in the lane coordinate and the
dynamic feature, e.g. the vehicle speed. To this end, we use
the following sensor measurements to form the state variable.
The range meter is used to measure the distances to lane
markings which are converted into the distance to lane center
𝑑. The angle sensor measures the angle between the vehicle
heading direction and the lane orientation 𝜃. The speed meter
measures the host vehicle speed along the lane orientation 𝑣𝑥
and vertical to lane orientation 𝑣𝑦 . Therefore, the state at time
𝑡 is 𝑠𝑡 = [𝑑𝑡 , 𝜃𝑡 , 𝑣𝑥,𝑡 , 𝑣𝑦,𝑡 ]. Note these sensor measurements
are normalized into [−1, 1] to merge the values with different
units in one vector. Additionally, a Gaussian noise 𝒩 (0, 0.032 )
is added to the normalized state vector to mimic the sensor
disturbance in real.
2) Action: The action in the LKA task is the continuous steering command. In RL, one of the most important
problems is to balance the exploration and exploitation to
ensure the agent learn the optimal policy based on the diverse
experiences. The deterministic policy 𝜇(𝑠) outputs a certain
action which is conducted with probability one and does not
introduce any exploration by itself. We add a Gaussian noise
𝛼𝒩 (0, 0.032 ) with a small probability 𝜖 on the deterministic
action to trigger exploration. The noise coefﬁcient 𝛼 linearly
decays in the learning process from initial value 1 and ﬁnally
ﬁxes on a small constant 0.1.
3) Reward: The reward signal 𝑟𝑡 describes the goodness
of the taken action 𝑎𝑡 at the state 𝑠𝑡 . In the LKA task, the
goodness of the issued action can be described from two
aspects. First, the controller needs to control the vehicle in the
lane center as closely as possible. So the distance to lane center
𝑑𝑡 and the angle between vehicle heading and lane orientation
𝜃𝑡 are taken to judge the deviation from the position and pose
aspects, respectively. Second, the controller needs to avoid
the too big steering command, which will cause poor driving
experience. Based on the above two aspects, the reward signal
is deﬁned as follows
𝑟𝑡 = −𝜆1 𝑑2𝑡 − 𝜆2 𝜃𝑡2 − 𝜆3 𝑎2𝑡 + 0.2

(8)

where the coefﬁcient 𝜆𝑖 is used to weigh the inﬂuence from
the different aspects.
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TABLE II
T HE D ETECTION P ERFORMANCE WITH AND WITHOUT T EMPORAL F ILTER
Detector

Precision

Recall

With temporal ﬁlter
Without temporal ﬁlter

0.943
0.927

0.945
0.937

Fig. 3. The object detection neural network training loss.

4) Network Architecture: In the actor network, two fully
connected layers with 150 and 100 neurons in each are used to
extract the hidden features. Then the last layer with 1 neuron
outputs the steering action. In the critic network, the state
vector is ﬁrst transferred by two fully connected layers with
150 and 100 neurons in each, and the action is transferred
by a hidden layer with 100 neurons. Then these two outputs
are merged and passed to the last hidden layer which has 100
neurons. Finally, the output layer linearly transfers the features
to a scalar Q value. Since the steering command is in [−1, 1],
the activation function in the output layer of the actor is chosen
as tanh function. The activation functions in all hidden layers
are relu(𝑥) = max(0, 𝑥).
V. E XPERIMENTS
A. Dangerous Object Detection Results
To train the vehicle detection network, several preprogrammed AI vehicles are set as the front trafﬁc vehicles.
The host vehicle is controlled by the human to collect the
driver-view images with better diversity. Moreover, ﬁve tracks
serve as the data collection tracks so as to improve the data
diversity. Finally, there are 6000 images collected and labeled,
in which 5000 images are the training data and the rest are
the test data.
To deal with over-ﬁtting, we train the vehicle detection
network based on the 32-layer pre-trained YOLO-v3 model.
The stochastic gradient descent optimizer with momentum
0.9 is used to update the weights, and the learning rate is
0.001. The 𝑙-2 norm regularization with weight decay 5𝑒−4 is
used to keep the network from over-ﬁtting. The total training
steps are 6000. The training loss is shown in Fig. 3 where
it gradually decreases and converges ﬁnally. The detection
precision and recall metrics on the test dataset is shown in
Table II. Moreover, the results of using temporal ﬁlter are
also shown in Table II. Although the detection network itself
is accurate enough, the temporal ﬁlter is able to improve the
performance when the vehicle is very small or the image
is blurred. For example, the detection comparison with and
without temporal ﬁlter is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. The vehicle detection results with and without temporal ﬁlter. The
green bounding box represents safe since the distance is over 30 m. The
orange bounding box means relatively dangerous since the distance is less
than 20 m.

B. Lane Keeping Assist Results
In the LKA experiments, we want to answer the question
that how good the RL-based controller is for the LKA task.
The state, action, and reward are deﬁned as in section IV. The
reward coefﬁcients are selected as 𝜆1 = 0.3, 𝜆2 = 1, and 𝜆3 =
0.03. The discount rate 𝛾 = 0.99 and the total training step is
set to 6𝑒5 . The optimizer is Adam, and the learning rates are
1𝑒−3 and 1𝑒−4 for the actor and critic network, respectively.
Note in the experiment, we set the throttle pedal pressure as a
constant to keep the vehicle speed vary in [50, 70] km/h. The
training track is chosen as g-track-3 in TORCS. The curve of
the cumulative reward in an episode deﬁned in (3) is shown in
Fig. 5. It takes about 10 minutes to learn a feasible policy that
is able to control the vehicle in the lane. From the Fig. 5, we
can see that the agent tries to explore in the state-action space
and drives poorly at the beginning, then it gradually converges
to an LKA controller.
In order to validate the generalization performance of the
RL controller, we use the controller trained on the track gtrack-3 to run on the unknown track g-track-2. The steering
command, distance to lane center, and yaw angle history in
the unknown track are shown in Fig. 6. We can tell from it
that the RL controller can not only generalize to the unknown
track but also maintain the good performance that is able to
control the vehicle in the track center as closely as possible.
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designed to learn the control policy. The experiments validate
the effectiveness of the proposed methods. The platform is
exhibited in the 2018 Beijing science and technology week
and reported by the local media. The future work intends to
add more functions to the platform, like lane keeping warning
and adaptive cruise control.
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